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doll as it is to sprinkle the baby, and fully as
religious.''
"One fearless pen is worth more to a people
than a mighty army."

Per·sonally
speaking
The

~average'

..
IN Tiiis·l ISSUE:

Baptist

/

HARMONY Association has adopted a resolu,,
. tion against - the Sunday- opening of Sears ~nd
.
CLabe Hankms has some counsel fo r the av- other stores re()'isterin()' 'a strong protest' agamst
erage" Bapitst, in his little corner this week on more encro~c~ent of business of the Lord 's Day.
the editorial page.
.
;
. Read about the •other 'business at the .annual meetJus! who is a~ a~erag-e Baptist, or, what J.S ing Qn page 6.
·
the average Baptist hke?
No doubt our readers would have many arid
BSU STUDENTS are challenged to 'come
varying answers. .
.
aliv~' by speakers at a joint convention for ArHere are the views, some of them apparently kansas .a nd Tennessee. P'!lotos and story are found
with tongue in cheek, of Dr. J. B. Gambrell, as on page 7.
he wrote in the Texas Baptist Standard, in May
of 1907:
MORE FACTS about the program of the state
"The· average Baptist is a plain, straight convention at Ft. Smith are given in -an article on
thinking p~rson. He. may .b~ a great scholar, · or page 10. Welcomes from the host pastor and the
a h<?d earner, but, m r.ehgwn, he takes on the host association are found on page 12.
complexion and manners of the _:tr ew 'Festame~t.
. . .
"He believe~ in simpl~city. he hkes plam
CONVENTION HOST pastor, Dr. William~·
preaching and s1mple worship: .
. Bennett writes on chu~ch discipline. His thoughts
"If the choir, by any machmatw!l of the ~eYil, are found on page 14.
'
.
falls under the lead of .any professiOnal mus1c1an
and is turned to singing - t:me~ wit~ the qelirium
THE LATEST Biily. Gr~ham film is coming
.tremens, the average Baptist Is gneved, and sol- to Arkansas. See page 16 for details.
aces his soul by singing 'How Firm a Foundation' or 'Amazing Grace' . . . . .
COVE-R STORY is on page 12,
"The average Baptist takes no stock in E.aster,
and the like, not that he does nQt believe in the
. resurrection, not that people may not observe
.
'
days; but, like Paul he is skittish of these extras
and prefers the plain, old, level Jordon road,
with a steady incline up, .all the •vay till it reaches
~
Volume 68, No. 45
the city of Go~."
'·
·
November
13, 1969
This is one of the interesting tidbits found in
the very readable. and informative new book,
Editor, ERWIN L. McDONALD, -Litt. D.
Prophets with Pens, A History of the .Baptist.
Associate Editor, MRS. E: F. STOKES
Standard, by Presnall H. Wood and Floyd W.
Ma,naging Editor, .MRS. WILLIAM L. ~NNEDY
Thatcher, just off the presses of Baptist Standard
Secreta-ry to Editor, MRS. HARRY GIBERSON
Publishing Company, Dallas, Tex.
Mail Clerk, ~RS. WELDON TAYLOR
Dr. Gambrell, editor of the Standard from
626 West Capitol Avenue, Little Rock, Arkansas 72201 . Published
1908 to 1914, and one of the most prolific w:.:iters
weekly except on- July 4 and December 26. Second-class postage
paid at Little Rock, Arkansas.
found in the paper years before and years after
Individual subscription, $2.25 per year. Church budget, 14 centa per
his editorship, had a rare gift for expressing himmonth or $1.68 per year per church family. Club plan (10 or· more
paid annually in advance), $1.75 per year. Subscriptions to foreign
self in language easily understood by his Baptist
address.- $8.76 per year. ·Advertising rates on request.
readers. Here are other examples of what we are
Opinions expressed in editorials and shrn11d articles are those of the
writer. Member of Southern Baptist Press Association, Associated
talking about:
Church Press, Evangelical Press Association.
"Whenev,er you get. in a fox chase, don't stop
Abbreviations used . in crediting news item~: BP Baptist Preas : CB
Church Bulletin; I)P Daily Press ; EP Evangelical Press : LC Lo~al
to hunt mice."
Correspondent ; AB Associational Bulletin: EBPS European Bapttst
Press Service."It is just as ~criptura~ to sprinkle the baby's
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----~----------Editorials
Guest editorial

How much is fello~shi p worth?
How much is good fellowship worth?
fellowship in their churches.
When the fellowship in a church is ideal, many
The finances of a church, considered by some
people come to worship, many come to Christ, fi- as a secular matter, ·is vitally related to the -deep
nances are up, and everyone is happy. When fel- spiritual processes of the organizatio:rf. People
lowship deteriorates all spiritual processes of the give when they are happy in the Lord but not so
church are retarded, the witness suffers and the· when they are angTy. Our success as a convention
lost go to hell (II Cor. 4:3).
depends largely upon our ability to build fellowThe Arkansas Baptist State Convention is ship into our organizations. Fellowship is everymuch like a church. When harmony and warm fel- body's business. How much is it worth? At least
lowship exists, all is right with the world. Allow a thousand souls and $200,000.
a. disruption of fellowship and everyone suffers.
I' must say itt-Charles H. Ashcraft, ExecuPresent receipts to the Cooperative Program tive Secretary,' Arkansas Baptist State Convenindicate we will miss our 1969 budget by $200,000. tion, ·
The $200,000 represents to a large degree the Cap,ital Needs provision for our educational institutions and wm not be available unless our steward0
ship improves.
Some of our strongest associations are report. t f
d
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1
work incessantlv for the !=!wcctncss of .Christian s reet. s anl m e mar e Paces,
as we as m our
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· mee mg paces.
Will Arkafisas Baptists be remembered from
their visit to Ft. Smith for their brotherly love
Sez Clabe
and compassion for people, or for their self-interest, self-righteousness, and their "brotherly conNever fall out with a feller babtis over his
faith an· practis. An try not to let yore wife's tention ''!
This depends on many things, but niost of all
leetle faith an feeble practis rile you too much.
If you air jist .a average babtis yoreself, you'll on how closely we are walking with the Lord, inbe kep purty busy leo.king .out fer yore own faith dividually and collectively, as we turn our steps
an praetis.
toward F;t. Smith. One thing is sure, Ft. Smith
will never be the same after our visit. The city
.
Th new versions of th Scriptures is all right will be closer to the Lord or farther away from
I guess. But the most of us ain't begin to use half him, depending on how faithful and effective we
·
we have leal,'ned from our King James Bibles yet. are as ambassadors for· Christ.
we will not be .holding our meetings in priYers troQly, vate,. What is done in Ft. Smith will not only be
known to the Lord but will be ''shouted from the
housetops.'' Let us p~ay that the image we project .there will be one that reveals that we have
been with Jesus.

0 u r F r t smit h image
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The peo pI e speak- aaptist beliefs
The

Black River orchid
"More than one said our annual
meeting was the best EWer. Thank you
, for helping ma:J.!:e it so . • .
"Your message was :relevant and religious • .: . One fellow here is a great
admirer ~ Clabe Hankins and after
hearing you speak said, "If that feller
keeps on he just might be another
Clabe Hankins." I feel sure that he
meant it as a compliment-to Clabeor both.
"You and your dedicated force are to
be commended for the effort you give
in . putting out a readable, thoughtprovoking newsmagazine week after
week and year after year."-<;:ecii
Guthrie, Missionary, . Black 'River Baptist Association, Newport, Arkansas

ele~ct

lady

BY HERSCHEL H. HOBBS
Pastor, First Baptist Church, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma,
past president. Southern Baptis-t Conventiott
"The elder unto the elect lady and her children, whom I love in the truth;
a?d not I only, but also all they that have known the truth."-II John 1.
These words give both the signature and addressee : of this brief letter. The
"elder" is the writer, one title given to those who had th~ pastoral care of a
church (also pastor or shepherd and bishop). The concensus of opinion is that
this is the apostle John.
'
But who is "the elect ladyT" The Greek reads eklektei kuriai. It means the
called out or chosen lady, a Christian lady. Kuria is the feminine form of kurios,
lord. Some derive the names "Eklecta the lady" or "the elect Cyria" from these
words, making them the names of a woman.

Was. ",the elect lady" a woman or a church? If the latter, then ''her children"
would be .the church members. The obvious way to take this is that the addressee
was a Christian lady of distinction, perhaps a widow, and her children. One
REPLY: I am not sure how Clabe and cannot be certain. ·Dana and David Smith (Epositor's) both see "the elect
his Sal will react to this, but Mrs. Me lady" as a person. It has been suggested that since. kuria is the Greek form · of
and I think it is great. Thanks a bil- "Martha" this is Martha, the sister of Lazarus and Mary, who as an aged widow
Uon.-ELM
, lived in Asia Minor. However, this is mere supposition.
72112

Likes Criswell views ·
Amen! Amen! Amen! Thank God for
those followers of Jesus and leaders of
men, who will speak out for ou-r "Narrow Mindedness" as Baptists.
Would to God that there were more
Dr. Criswells in our .nidst. My prayer
·fa that his message will get back to
the individual congregation and cause
a closer look into some of the "broadmindedness" that has crept into our
churehes.
Along with Dr. Criswell, I have long
felt that those who think our confessions of faith are too strict, could benefit themselves as well as our denomination, by leaving us and joining with
congregations of like mind. Why insist
on belonging to something that you
don't believe in.

Another suggestion is that she was one with whom John was in love l But
the word for "love" is a'gapo which would carry a Christian connotation rather
than a romantic one:
~..:

Everything' being considered . it is probably that " the elect lady" was a
devout Christian (named Kuria ?) , perhaps a widow, who lived in a city near
Ephesus and who had grown children. Perhaps she had had. a sister, now dead,
whose children were members of the congregation in Ephesus (v. 1.3). Maybe
at some time the elect lady's children had visited their cousins. John had found
them true to the faith' (v. 4). So he wxote her to commend them and to urge
her ·to continue to be true to the, faith.
I

Of course, the cited verses
the tender note of the epistle
is a beautiful note of the aged
mother concerning her children

could apply to churches and their members. But
suggests a more personal relationship. If so, it
apostle gladdening the heart of an aged widowed
and those of her deceased sister.

Arkansas native
on Glorieta staH

GLORIETA, N. M.-C; Bill Lowry, a
native of Pine 1Bluff, hae joined the
I
With all my heart I believe that full-time staff at •G lorieta Baptist Assembly as buildings foreman.
those confessions of faith. of 1925, follow the teachings of our Lord, as , near
The son of Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Lowry,
as is possible, and if I didn't believe Pine Bluff, .\ir. Lowry holds the bachethat, I'd be looking for a church that lor-of-arts degree in religious education
would fill the lack.
from Ouachita University. He also
I am sure that Dr. Criswell is in for studied at Sou-thern Seminary, . Louisvm_,, Ky.
some severe criticism but as for meI'Il have him in my praye-rs for his
Prior to joining the Glorieta st aff,
continuance in convictions . and power, Lowry served as minister of education
-Iris Futrell Basden, Quitman, Ark.
at First Church, ·B aton Rouge, La.
Earlier, he ·served as minister of education at First Church, Baton Rouge,
La. Earlier, . he served as minister . of
education and administration at First
Ohurch, Muskogee, Okla. ; First Church,.
San Antonio, Tex. and First Church,
New Orleans, La.

blpaltthepartalll ..... ,......

He is married to the former Minnie
Lee Sullivant of Pine Bluff. They have
three children.

Greenway church
makes progress
H. · W. Johnston, retired missionary
of the dainesville-Current River and
Greene Count y as'sociations, has completed four months as interim pastor of
First Church1 Greenway, in Cla.y Coun!.
t y. The church has called James Moore,
Marmaduke, as pastor.
During the interim pastorate, the
church . received· six members by baptism and seven by transfer of letters;.
conducted a st udy course with 20 enrolled;' and began and completed an annex to · the building, consisting of a
kitchen, two classrooms, and two rest
rooms.
Mr. Johnston reports that the church
"is in a very fine spirit of fellowship
as · manifested by the fact that in a
field of 13 churches in the association,
Greenway Church was fifth in con-tributions to the denominational program
through the Cooperative Program and
other missions, beside as~ociational mis..
sions."
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-------------Arkansas all over
First Church, Parkin,
'
holds groundbreaking
First Church, Parkin, broke ground
Nov. 2 for a new educational building
which will ·be located just across the
street, west of the present building.
Taking part in the groundbreaking
was Mrs. A. J . Bernard, the only resident charter member of the ·church, and
Bobby: Turner, the newest member of
the church.
The educational building is the first
phase in a building program that will
also include complete remodeling arid
redecorating of the present sanctuary
and extensive remodeling and redecorating of the present educatipnal space.

\

The Building committee which is directing the work is composed of Talmadge Doss, Jack Cothran, Jack MeNeil, Gilmore Wood, and James Wood.
Truman Spurgin is pastor.

A. M. & N. chapel
beirtg constructed

LEFT to right: Jack
Wo
Turner, -Mrs. A. J. ' Bernard, James Wood, and Truman Sp,urgin. (Jack
Cothran ' was unable to be present because of illnes;l.) The present
"'Chwrch building is in the background. ·

Work is underway on the construction of the A. 0. Smith Memorial Chapel, an addition to the Baptist Student
Union Center at A. M. and N. College,
Pine ·Bluff, John H. McClanahan, 'Pine
Bluff, chairman of the Arkansas Bap- .
VERNON E. SAMMONS, 77, of. Hot
tist State Con'Vention Executive Board's Springs, riied last week in a hospital
Chapel · A<Lvisory committee, reports. ·
there. He was principal of Hot Springs
High School from 1924 to l!MO. He was
·The chapel project began with a $16,- a deacon in First Church there, and had
000 contribution by A. 0. Smith, a dea- served as •Sunday School superintendcon and active churchman of Stamps, ent.
Dr. McClanahan said,

Deaths

The Executive Board of the Arkansas Baptist State Convention has voted
to expend up to $10,000 to e9uip the
new building.
Supervising architect for the construction is Mack Ferguson, Little Rock.
Actual construction is under the supervision of Willburn and Bean, Texark~na.

The new building is expec,t ed to be
completed in 60 days.

Win music awards
Kathy Killian, Cardwell, Mo., and
Darlene Flippo, Powhatan, were recently named the 19·69-70 recipients of the
Clayton Music Scholarship at Southern
Baptist College. Each has received $100
as an outstanding sophomore music
major. ' Mr. and Mrs. Paul Clayton,
Tuckerman, are the donors. The winners were determined by the faculty o!
the Depar.tment of Music.
NOVEMBER 13, 1969

Mrs. Ethel Hardy
. Mrs. Ethel Cooper Hardy, 65, emeritus Southern Baptist missionary ·to
Brazil, died O~tober 31 in Hillcrest
Baptist Hospital, Waco, Tex.
· ·

"A bundle o~ consecrated energy"
was a colleague's description of Mrs.
Mr. Sammons was born at Batesville. Hardy during the years she and her
He was a 1913 graduate of Ouachita husband, Rev. Clemmie D. Hardy, conCollege (now University), where he ducted their evangelistic, medical, and
was a member of the varsity baseball · educational ministry in equatorial Brateam. He received a master's degree zil. Appointed by the Foreign Mission
from the University of Arkansas in Boal'd in 1936, the Hardys were for a
1929. Before becoming principal of the time the only Southern Baptist miaSpa high school, he was on the faculty sii>naries in the Amazon -Ri:v.er basin.
at Arkansas State Teachers College and They were stationed in Manaus.
at George Peabody College.
A registered n1,1rse, Mrs. Hardy treated the sick along the way when she
Upon his resignation at Hot Springs, accompanied her husband on his freMr. Sammons operated a bookstore in quent evangelistic trips. She was the
El Dorado, where he was chairman of only "doctor" available to many of the
the board of deacons of First Church. river people..
He retired in 1955 and returned to Hot
Mrs. Hardy had made her home in
Springs.
Waco since 1958. That year, whjle ahe
and Mr. Hardy were in the States on
Survivors include his widow, Mrs. furlough, he suffered a heart attack
Flora Stone Sammons; two sons, Dr. that prevented their return to Brazil.
Vernon E. Sammons Jr. of Hot .Springs, He died in 1968.
11nd Dr. Billy Proctor Sammons of
In 1955 Mrs. ·Hardy accepted the
Bate.sville;, a sister, Mrs. Ray Bell of
Oklahoma City; a half-brother, Robert presidency of the Woman's Missionary
Sammons of Batesville; and eight Union of Texas, a post ah.e held for air
years.
· ~
grandchildren.
Page Five

Dr. Hart resigns
his OEO position
Dr. Clyde Hart, director of the state
Office of Economic Opportunity, has tiesigned to become director of the Garland County Commm;tity Action Agency. He had served as director . of race
relations for the Arkansas Baptist
State Convention.
Dr. Hart submitted his resignation
Tues!fay to Governor Rockefeller, who
accepted it with reluctance. The OEO
head for 18 months said he was ap·proached aibout' the job some weeks
ago. He said he was not interested at
first, but changed his mind after some
reorganization of the agency and planning for enlarging its program.

HARMONY OFFICERS: SJ.tpe1·intendent . of Missions Harold
Dr. Hart formerly lived at Hot
White, Clerk E. ;A. Richmond, Second Vice Moderato1· Don Nall; F·i rst Springs. He gave this as one reason
.for accepting the job, and said that an, Vice Mod~rator E. L. McCord,· and Moderator Jay D. Tolleson.

Harmony _Association opposes
Sunday opening of ~ears
Harmony Association, in its 52nd an- the meeting.
nual meeting, adopted resolutions alertJ
D T 0 11 0
"'ast or of Second
ing its 87 churches to the prospect of Ch ay h
:~ ~£ . ,. s 1 t d
d
an election in Jefferson County on liqutrc ' E nLe MuC ' dwa a et ec eof Wmo td
!led
S
- .era or; . . c or , p s or
a .
h d • k
on ears,
Chape,
·
uor by t e rm an ca
1 f'Irs t VIce
moderator ,. Don
Roe b.uck an d Compa~y, a 1ong WI'th 0 th - son
Nail, pastor of East Side Church, Pin~
er .f1rms, · to reconsider plans to keep Bluff, second vice moderator; and E. A.
their stores open on Sundays.
R'1ch mond , 'ch ap1am,
·
Ark ans a s School
The association called on the mem- for Boys, clerk.
bers of the churches affiliated with it
to use their influence to oppose the Ministe.r ordained
calling · of an election on liquor and to at Guernsey church
help defeat the proposal ii' an election
Donald Jones, licensed by Guernsey
is held.
Church last August and recently called
Referring to plans of Sears, Roebuck to the pastorate of Marlbrook Church,
to open its affiliate stores in Arkansas
in Red 'River Assoon Sundays during November and Deciation, was ordained
cember, and taking note of the tend, to the ministry Sunency of Magic . Mart, Gibson's, and
day afternoon, Ot!t.
T. G. and Y. Family- Center "more and
26, at the Guernsey
more to remain open on holidays and
Church, Hope AssoSundays," the association· voted to comciation. Present for
mend businesses that do close- on Sunthe service were pasdays and to register "a strong protest
tors from churches
against places of business being open
, in the association
on Sunday, since thi!l represents anothand deacons of· the
er step of increased encroachment of
Guernsey and Marlbusiness on the Lord's Day."
brook churches. Mod'
MR. JONES
erator of the ordainA further resolution emphasized that
ing council. was Raymond Coppenger,
the support of missions through th~ Copastor of the Guernsey church. M. T.
operative Program 1s "one of the 'main
methods of. sending the gospel into all McGregor, Hope Association missionary,
the world," and urged churches to sup- w~s clerk.
port "this 'important phase of' the kingThe questioning was led by Gene
dom's work through contributions to Lindsey, former pastor of Guernsey
the associational mission program and Church. The sermon was preached by
the Cooperative . Program by monthly Charles Jones, brother of Donald, and
contributions, preferably on a percent- pastor of Bethany Church, Spring Hill.
age basis through the church budgets.''
The Bible was presented by Odie
Executive Secretary Charles Ash- Jones, father of Donald, and the ordaincraft, of the Arkansas Baptist State ing prayer was led by S. A. Whitlow,
Convention, addressed the Monday eve- retired executive secretary of the Arning and Tuesday morning sessions of kansas Baptist Convention.
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other was that he · wanted the closer
association with a local antipoverty effort that it -offered .

.

He said he would like for his resignation to become effective Dec. 1, but
that he might stay longer if requested
by the Governor.

0 U homecoming
will be Nov. 22 '
Homecoming at Ouachita University has been set for Nov. 22.
Varied activities are planned under the theme, "Tigers Have True
Grit."
The day opens with registration, beginning at 8 a.m. and lasting through noon. The annual parad!;! is set for 10 a.m., and will
be followed by a drop-in reception for all former students, held
from 10:80 to 12. Reunions for the
the classes of 1944 and 1959
are scheduled around lunchtime._
Pregame activities for the ·contest between the Tigers and Henderson's Reddies will begin at
1:ao at A. U. Williams Field._ A
receptiQn for the homecoming
Queen and social club reunions
will follow the g!'me. A basketball game with Oklahoma Baptist University will climax the
day. Starting time is 7 :SO.

Ordination service
. set for Nov. 23
Witt's Chapel Church, Maynard, will
ordain Bill Goode to the ministry on
Sunday afternoon, N1lv. 28.
Mr. Goode, who announced his call to
the ministry in ' October, 1967, has recently been called to pastor ColumbiaJ arrett ·Church.-Doyle• Wesson, Pastor, Witt's Chapel.
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Students challenged to
'come alive' at BSU meet
BY MARILYN MOTLEY

Take .. a large Southern Baptist tainer of a large city with the exciteChurch. Add 1,000 Baptist students ment of its ghettos and suburbs. Mix
from campuses over a two-state area. thoroughly with a theme oil "Alive in
Sprinkle heavily with spices in the the Faith" and you will have the anfonn of convention speakers such as nual Baptist Student Union Convention
Ron Willis, and Charles Trentham a.nd held jointly with Arkansas and Tennesa pinch. of herbs such as the MIL Sing- see Oct. 31-Nov. 2 at Bellevue Baptist
ers and JOY Singers. Place in a con-

Church in Memphis.
Beginning Friday evening, the conference apeakers urged the students to
"come . alive" in their "faith. They were
challenged to become involved with the
people of their world and . to be a living .witness to those around them.
Saturday morning there were 12 conference'\ with the students having a
choice of two of them. Contemporary
art fonns, Christian folk music, changing campus ministry, churches in transition, ethics of transplants, and mission ministry were a few of the conferences which gave opportunities for
the students to hear resource persons
and to engage in dialogue with the conference leaders on the problems and
changes in today's world.
Saturday afternoon was highlighted
by the summer missions presentations
from Arkansas and Tennessee and the
business sessions by states.
On Saturday night Ron Willis, who
ministers to the hippies in the HaightAsbury district of San ' Francisco, challenged \ the students to quit passing by
on thcir way to church those who need
their witness most. Also in the Saturday evening session were testimonies by
Brooks Metts, a Journeyman who
served in Nige'na, and Jim Foster, a
US-2 worker, now in his term of service at the University of Wisconsin.
The Convention was closed Sunday
morning.
Convention Music was directed by Dr.
Jack Jones, First Baptist Church, :{-it-'
tie Rock.

THE MIL SINGERS, an Arkansas group, presented the Special music
on Saturday night. From left a1·e Jeanette Thompson, State College of
Arkansas, Becky Castelle, University of Arkansas, Dr. Jerry Blaylock,
University of Arkansas Medical School and Mickey Andert~, University OHicers nam~d for
Liflle Ri~er Ass'n
of Arkansa;J, Little Rock.
_..,,,......,.,

Little River Association elected the
following officers at the association's
annual meeting at Ogden: · Moderator,
James Cannon, pastor of First Church,
Lockesburg; vice · moderator, J. D.
Webb, pastor of Central Church, MineraL Springs; clerk, Gaines Armstrong,
pa!ltor of Fh:st Church, Murfreesboro;
treasurer, Gene Arrington, Nashville;
W.M.U. director, Mrs. John Tice, DeQueen; Brotherhood director, Walter
Tullos, Ashdowni music director, J&mee
Gunter, Ashdown; Sunday School superintendent, Joe Starr, Nashville; and
Training Union director, Mrs. james
Dean, Nashville.
James Dean is missionary of the Association.

,,
RON WILLIS, who ministers to the hippies in the Haight-Asbury district of San Francisco, illustrate$ a point in Dialogue with BSU students after his c'onfer~nce. Photo by Dale Tucker
NOVEMBER 6, 1969

Makes 'Who's Who'
Richard H. Brown, bit~logy professor
at Ouachita University, haa been
named to Who's Who in the South and
Southwest for 1989.
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Calls for balance
in se-:ninary study
LOUISVILLE, Ky.-During his inaugural address as Dean of the .School of
Theology _at the Southern Seminary,
Dr. William Edward Hull called for the
seminary's . theological education to be
based upon equal emphasis of present,
past, and future historical and theological perspectives.
Hull was inaugurated dean Oct. 28,
He had officially assumed 'the duties
of dean on Aug. 1 when Dr. C. Penrose St. Amant requested permission to
return to teaching. .St. Amant had been
dean for 10 years.
The new dea·n said the curriculum in
the School of Theology should not be
geared to only one historical or theo-·
logical perspective, but should try to
present all the different views.
"In this plea fo.r a balanced theology
of time let me point out that such a
perspective mak.es it impossible for the
seminary curriculum to be committed
either to con~rvatism or liberalism,"
Hull ,~aid.
"Any effort to commit the curriculum to one of these extremes must be
resisted, not because it is safer . . ,,
or because it would be bad politics to
let one segment of the faculty triumph,
but because It is theologically illegitimate to absolutize one temporal dimension as the exclusive mode of God's access to man," he said.
Hull said that the curriculum in the
School of Theology should try to unite
"what we teach with why we teach it."

Mr. and Mrs. Stephenson

Marshall Church honors couple

The congregation of First Church, as church clerk for s·o years.
Marshalf, Dorsey L. Crow, pastor, has
The church presented the Stephen- honored Mr. and Mrs. Claude E. Stesons
with a record player, two records
phenson for their many years of service to 'the church. Mr. Stephenso11. and the ·book, Measure for Living.
served as Sunday School superintendMr. Stephenson has been a deacon,
ent for 45 years, and Mrs. Stephenson Sunday School teacher, song leader,
and supply pastor mariy times when
Citing the need for continuing theneeded, both in his church and in many
ological education for seminary graduother churches In Searcy county. Mrs.
ates who are performing _the various
Stephenson has been active as Sunday
functions of the ministry, Hull said, "It
William E. Boyd, pa,stor of First -School teacher and in W.M.U. for these
is unfortunate that the denomination Church, Eustis, Fla., and f1>rmer asso- many years.
has not yet seen fit to fund this pro- ciate editor of Home Life magazine,
Mr. Stephenson was a member of the
gram on a sustaining basis."
has been named director of promotion
Rural
Electrification Administration
Hull said that the continuing educa- by Gardner-Webb College, Boiling board for 23' years, until his recent reSprings,
N.
C.
tion program . 'would "both update the
tirement, and during that time was inperSpectives of those who finished semBillie Pate, director of field services strumental . in helping bring electricity
inary several years ago and continuallY for the Woman's Missionary Union of to Searcy county.
1
retrain those going out from the sem- the .s outhern Baptist Convention, BirmHe
was
in
m111tary
service
for
two
inary today.''
ingham, has been na.med ·editor of youth years.
materials
in
the
-sunday
School
departA native of Birmingham, Ala., Hull
A retired dairyman and merchant, he
received his education at Samford Uni- ment of the Southern Baptist Sunday was postmaster at Baker, where he re-·
Board,
Nashville,
effective
Nov.
School
versity in Birmingham. He entered 10.
.
sides, for 35 years. He served as chairSouthern Seminary in 1951, subseman of the -S earcy county CAMPA
quently earning the bachelor of diviniMiss Pate's areas of responsiblity' wm unit and as direct'or of a soil conservaty and doctor of theology degrees. He include the .editing ,of Event, a new -tion district.
pursued post-doctoral studies ,in · New leisure magazine for youth, and Youth
The SteJ>hensons have .been members
Testament at the University of Goet- Leadership a quarterly magazine for of First Church, Marshall, for more
tingen. Germany in 1962.
Sunday School youth workers.
than 50 years.

"Unless they [the students]· can see
that the theology being taught in the
classrooms is at least important enough
to influence the character of the curriculum, they may rightly wonder
whether it should be normative for , the
churches which they serve."

About people--
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---Your state convention at work

licensed

'An evening to remember'

1

From the North, the South, East and
the West. they came, boY'S, more boys,
and men. They came for food, fun, fellowship, and inspiration almost four
hundred strong, f{)r the thirtiPth annual Royal Ambassador Fellowship
Supper. The dining room at Immanuel
Church echoed to the laughter and song
of boys and men representing churches
from 16 associations from every section
of the state. They enjoyed a·n excellent
meal prepared by Mrs. Mary Ruth King
and her staff at Immanuel. They enjoyed the music of the New Life Singers from Baring Cross Church and the
boys quartet from :Jacksonville. Both
groups presented several numbers both
fun and inspirational.
The entire group attending were challenged to a better job in missionary
education and mission action by Dr.
Charles Ashcraft, Executive Secretary

of the Arkansas Baptist State Convention.
Tl].e evening was brought to a close
by Dr. John McClanahan, pastor First
Church, Pine Bluff, as he presented
slides of his recent tour of Bible Lands.
It was a real thrill to everyone present as he made the past and present
come. to life through the picturetr and
the spoken. ~
His presentation broug1it afresh to
our mind and heart the great blessings
we have in Christ and the great chal'lenge we have to .share the message of
Christ with those who do not know
Him, here at home and to all the world.
In retrospect of a qelightful evening
we can only say "Praise God from
Whom All Blessings Flow".~C. H. Seaton

Don't whiHie on the lifeline
"We've got to cut down somewhere," said the worried father
of a large family.
Living expenses had skyrocketed. As the children grew older,
their demands increased-"a room
to call my own," "as good of
clothes as the other kids in the
neighborhood," etc. The list grew
and grew.
Final1y, the bewildered parents
made a terrible decision. They
would rearrange the family budget so that the older children
would share a considerable in.crease in benefits.
The younger children? Well,
they would just have to do with
less .o r do with{)ut.
As a, certain church -grew older, its needs increased. Some of
the buildings needed upgrading.
Others needed replacing. Other
churches in town had more modern' facilities. In fact, there was
another Baptist church in the city
that had built an entirely new
plant just last year.
"We've got to cut down somewhere," cried the chairman of the
church's budget planning committee. All agreed that an inviting
source of extra money for some
of the fixed items in the budget
was the church's Cooperative Program allocation.
"But what about wor1d mis-
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sions ? " asked a concerned member of the committee.
After some time, the committee chairman stated the sentiments of the committee when he
said, "Well, world missions will
just have to do with less or do
without."
World missions is the life of a
- New Testament church. The Cooperative Program is our lifeline
to wqrid missions. To whittle
away at that }ifeline in order to
bail a church out of financial difficulties is as destructive as it is
to a lost world waiting to hear
of Christ.-T. K. Rucker, Annuity
and Stewardship Secretary

MR. MULLENAX

Ronald
Mullenax,
Waldron,
was licensed to preach by
·P leasant Grove No.
3 Church recently.
He has been called
as supply pastor of
Cedar Creek Church,
·B u c k n e r Associa·
tion.

Physican killed
in crash of plane
Lewis Brown Tilley, 45, Arkadelphia
physician and a member of First
Chur~h, Arkadelphia, died early Saturday morning when lthe single-engined
plane crashed during a landing approach near Adams Field, Little Rock.
Dr. Tilley's passengers, Head Football Coach Clyde C. Berry, 87, of Henders,on State College, Arkadelphia, and
Coach Berry's eight-year-old son, Greg,
were injured.
Mr. Berry suffered a broken right
hip, four broken ribs on his left aide,
head injuries, and multiple cuts and
was reported to be in serious condition
at Arkansas Baptist Medical Center.
His son was not believed to be seriously
injured but was in the hospital for observation.
Dr. Tilley was reported to have been
making a lal).ding attempt in heavy fog,
shortly before 1 a.m., when his plane
crashed into a timbered area about an
eighth of a mile southwest of the landing field:
·
A native of Harrison, Dr. Tilley ·had
practiced medicine at Arkadelphia for
the past 16 years. He was chief of
staff of the Clark County Memorial
Hospital an4 was the physician for the
Henderson football team.
He was ~h.airman of the Arkadelphia
Airport Commission and a past president of the Arkadelphia Airport Commission and a past president of the Ar-kadelphia Lions Club.

· Dr. Tilley is l(lurvived by his wife,
Mrs. · Faye Brian Tilley.;. two sons,
Roger Lewis and Stephen B. Tilley; a
Increase gifts to
daughter, Miss Jill Tilley, all
Arka. Cooperative program
delphia; his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
We have recently received several L. C. Tilley, Harrison; two brothers,
letters from pastors stating that they - L. C. Tilley Jr., Harrison, and Jim Tilwere increasing their gifts through the ley, Misjilouri; and a sister, Mrs. Ray.
Cooperative Program beginning with mond Dwyer, Harrison.
the new year, Jan. 1.
·
Midwestern alumni

of

One pastor states that they have increased their giving from 14 percent to
2()o percent and that he is looking forward to the time when they will be giving 50 percent to World Missions.
Praise the Lord, and increase 1 the
tribe of such pastoral leadership and
world mission-minded congregations.
We know there are many like this
across Arkansas.-T. K. Rucker, Annuity:-Stewardship Secretary.

plan luncheon
The Midwestern S e min a r y
·Alumni Association will meet
during the State Convention with
the Town and Country Restaurant at 8800 Towson Avenue in
Fort Smith on Wednesday, November 19, for · their annual
luncheon. Robert D. • Meade, assistant to the president at' Midwestern, will speak.
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Ashcraft innaugural · set for convention
BY THE EDITOR

The 116th ·annual session of the Arkan~as BaPtist 'State Convention will be held in Ft. Smith, Nov.
18-20, beginning Tuesday night, Nov. 18. Day sessions ·wm ·be in the auditorium of First Church and
night sessions will be in the Ft. Smith Municipal
·
Auditorium.
A feature of' the opening session will be an inaugural ceremony for Charles H. Ashcraft, a native
of Malvern, who became executive secretary of the
Arkansas Baptist State Convention on Sept. 1.
Dr. As'h craft, a graduate of Ouachita University
and of Southern Seminary, Louisville, Ky., came to
the Arkansas post from the pos-ition of executive
secretary of the Utah-Idaho Southern Baptist Convention, Salt Lake City, Utah.
Climaxing the opening session will be the convention key-note address, by Gordon Clinard, pas.t or
of First Church, San Angelo, Tex., and president
of the Baptist General Convention of Texas.
The first of a series of Bible studies on the book
of James will be led by J·. W. (Jack) MacGorman,
professor of New Testament at Southwestern Seminary, at' the Wednesday morning meeting beginning at 8:45. Dr. Gorman will lead similar study
period-s at sessions Wednesday afternoon, Wednesday night, and Thursday morning.
I
The convellltion president's address, by President
Thomas A. Hinson, pastor of First Church, West
Memphis, and the convention sermon, by Herbert

secretary; a welcoming of pastors and other church
and denominational workers who have come to the
state during the past year; a report from the Executive Board on the proposed budget for the coming
year; and the annual election of officers.
An address by Executive Secretary Ashcraft will
be featured in the' Wednesday afternoon session,
along with reports from the Arkansas Baptist Home
for Children, the Christian Civic Foundation of Arkansa&, and Americans United for Separation of
Church and State.
·
Wednesday night will feature a color-slide -p resentation of the work of the various departments of
the convention, from Baptist Building, and a sermon
by Stephen Olford, pastor of Calvary Church, New
York City.
Reports Thursday morning will be heard from
the Southern Baptist Convention seminaries, by
J. W. MacGorman; from the SBC Executive Committee and .Stewardship Commission, by Albert MeClellan, Nashville, Tenn.; Radio and Television Commission and the Annuity Board, by T. K. Rucker,
Little Rock.
1
•
The Home Mission Board report will be given
by Hugo Culpepper; the Foreign Mission Board report, by Winston Crawley; the Ouachita University
report, by President-elect Daniel Grant; and the
Southern Baptist College report, by President H. E.
Williams.
·

HRodkges, 'lplabstorh. ohfl. ShotuthfHthighlWandd Chdurch, Li~tle
The session will close with an address by Dr.
e 1g Ig" s o
e e nes ay morrung Gran.
t
oc . , w1
sessiOn.
·
.
The Bible Study for the Thursday afternoon sesOther items will include special recognition of
S. A. Whitlow. recently retired convention executive sion will be conducted by Jimmy Millikin, of the

DR. ASHCRAFT
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MR. HINSON

DR. CLINARD

DR. MACGORMAN.
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'f aculty of Southern Baptist College.
L. H. Coleman, pa-stor of Immanuel Church, Pine
Bluff, will give the report of the Committee on Nominatio:ns, and Bernes Selph, past0r of First Church,
Benton, the report of the Committee on Resolutions.
· The. majur address of the Thursday afternoo_n
session will be by Verla Pettit, executive secretarytreasurer of the Memphis (Tenn.) Union Mission.
The closing session, Thursday night, ' will be an
evangelistic service. Vester Wolber, of the faculty
of Ouachita University, will conduct the Bible study,
The closing address will be by Dr. Olford.
Special music groups appearing on the program
will include:
Music Merl of Arkansas, Ray Holcomb, director;
Sanctuary HandbeU Choir of First Church, Ft.
Smith, directed by William McGraw; Triple Sounds,
a trio from First Church, Siloam Springs, John
Gardner, director; · Misty Crystals, First Church,
Springdale, 0. J. Pierson, director; Sanctuary Choir,
First Church, Ft. Smith, directed by Mr. McGraw;

MR. HODGES

McCarty is named
Razorback chaplain

DR. OLFORD

.Southern Baptist College _Choir, directed by Fred
Bridges ; Ouachita ·University Choir; New Creations, University Church, Fayetteville; Combined
Youth and Adult Choirs, Grand Avenue Church, Ft.
Smith, directed by Phil Whitten; and Choir of First
Church, Fayetteville, directed by Don Edmonson.
Directors of congregational singing will include
LeRoy McClard, formerly· secretary of the Church
Music Department of the Arkansas Baptist State
Convention, now a staff consultant in the Church
Music department of the Baptist Sunday .SC'hool
Board, Nashville, Tenn., who has served as coordinator of all music for the convention meetings.
Others directing congregational singing will include: Mr. McGraw, of the staff of the host church;
John Gardner, III, minister of music at First
Church, Siloam Springs; E. Amon Baker, minister
of music at First Ohurch, Pine Bluff; and Ura;I Clayton, minister of _music at Immanuel Church,' Little
Rock.

"composed of top Christian athletes,"
reports the chaplain. The Fayetteville
chapter meets each Thursday night at
9 p.m. and has been averaging 65 in
attendance.

H. D. McCarty, pastor of University
Church, Fayetteville, has been named
chaplain of the University of Arkansas
R a z o r b a c k chapIn addition to the chaplain, other
ter of the Fellow- speakers appear from time. to time. Reship
of
Christian cently a guest speaker was James JefAthletes.
For the freys, national executive director of
past two years, Pas- F:C.A. since 1963.
tor
McCarty
had
An All-Southwest Conference back
worked
with
the
University
athletes • at . Baylor University during his own
and led · a Bible college· days, Jeffreys is a former life
study each week in insurance salesman.
the athletic dormiHeadcoach Frank Broyles of the Ratory. Now the study .wrbacks is a national officer of F.C.A.
has been combined Cecil ("Hoot") Ingram, defensive baekMR. McCARTY
with F.C.A. to in- field coach for the Razorbacks and facclude · more athletes in a Christian fel- ulty sponsor for the Razorback chaplowship, McCarty reports,
ter of F.C.A" is a member of First
F.C.A. is a national organization Church, Fayetteville.
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MISS PETTH

DR. GRANT

I

t

ex

J

Miss Amanda Tinkle, Southern Bap.tist missionary on furlough from Nigeria, may now be addressed at 1923'
Main St., Apt, 7, Little Rock, Ark.,
72206. Miss Tinkle, a native of Benton,
Ark., was appointed by the Foreign:
Mission Board in 1938.
Rev. and Mrs. Avery T. Willis, Jr.,
Southern Baptist missionaries to Indonesia, have moved from Surabaya to
DJember (address: Djl. Chairil Anwar
25, Djember, Indonesia). Mr. Avery was
born in Lepanto, Ark., and lived in
Texas, Tennessee, and Alabama while
growing up. Mrs. Avery is the formel'
·Shirley Morris, of Nowllta, Okla. TJtey
were appointed by the Forei~J~!. Mission
Board in 1964.
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Host pastor BenneH urges
prayers and aHendance

The cover:
Ft. Smith First
hosts convention

Dear Fellow Baptists of Arkansas:
It is unique joy to welcome you to the First Baptist Church, to Fort
Smith, and to the Concord Association for the 116th session of our Baptist State
Convention. I include the Concord Association in th~ "welcome" for all of our
churches are helping to host the Convention.
It is extraordinarily significant that the Convention will be meeting with
us in 1969, because this year marks the lOOth anniversary\ of the organization
of the Concord Association. Also, it has been 32 years since the Convention last
convened in our city. It is indeed an encouraging and historic occasion as you
meet with us again.
·
I believe we have in prospect one of the fines·t Conventions in our entire
history. An excellent program has been planned, which will include messages by
our newly elected Executi"e Secretary and o1:1r newly elected President of Ouachita College. We are exceedingly blessed to have Dr. Stephen Olford speak to us
once on Wednesday and to climax the great evangelistic gathering on Thursday
evening. I believe he has no peer in proclaiming the Word of 'God with clarity ~nd
power.

Featwred on this week's cover
is the auditorium of First Church,
Ft. Smith, which will be the scene
of the day meeting~ of the Arkan..
sas State Convention ne:t;t week.

DR. BENNETT

MR. STEPHENS

So I urge you, my fellow Baptists, to . attend this Convention in large numbers. Distance should not deter you from coming, for Fort Smith is connected
by excellent roads to all parts of the State. But let us not just come! Let us come
in humility. Let us come with the mind of Christ. Let us come to conduct ourselves as respons 'bl~, redeemed people under the leadership of Christ. Let us come
praying for President Tommy Hinson and the great evangelistic service which
will climax the Convention. And the God of all grace will be with us.-William
L. Bennett, Pastor, First Baptist Church, Ft. Smith.

MR. FERGUSON

MR. HEHEISON

Welcome and greetings from
Concord Baptist Ass·o ciation
The 23,000. members of the 47 church- Centennial year. We were organized in
es and three missions of Concord As- 1870 when 16 churches from Dardanelle
soCiation welcome 'Arkansas Baptists Association formed the "Concord Assofrom
across
the l'.iation of Western Arkansas."
state to the convenThe Convention has previously met
tion being held in in Concord at the following places:
our city. We en- Charleston, 1858; Ft.' Smith, 1861, 1892,
courage
your at- 1905, 1910, 1920, 1930 a~d 1987.
tendance and shall
Our pastors, staff members and
pray for you as you
journey. The hill- church members from the 50 churches
sides are ' beautiful and missions welcome you.
Along Hi'ghway 22:
with the many colors of the leaves 1on Scranton- ( Pastortess)
the trees. God is Roseville-Richard Goodrum
very real and his Paris let-Jack Porter '
' ,MR. GRIFFIN
nature so beautiful! Ratcliff-Bobbie Joe Martin
Concord Association is observin~ her Branch-Roy Lovell
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MR. JAMES

MR. McGRAW

Vesta- Sam Sharber
· Charleston 1st -Eugene Ryan
'Northslde-Elton .Pennington
Highway 96-Hugh McGehee
Lavaca-( Pastorless)
Bloomer- Delbert Hill
Barling 1st-Sardis Bever
Bethel- ( Pastorless)
Along Highways 10 & US 71:
Magaz.ine-Leroy Rogers
Union Hall-E. G. Waddell
Booneville · lst-Hoyle Haire
Southside-Frank Jones
Mixon- Boyd Baker
Grayson-Jim Noles
Glendale- Bill Williamson
Burnsville-Bill Lynn
Mt. Harmony- Clarence Eamore
Pine Log- Robert Canaday
Palestine-L. A. Farrell
Greenwood let-Lonnie. Lasater
Excelsior"-( Pastorles11)
~
Hackett 1st-Herman Ballentine
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Southern Semina,Y
luncheon Nov. 19
The annual meeting of the Arkansas
chapter of Southern Seminary Alumni, .
held each year ill connection with the
_,,,. •..__ _.,...... Arkansas •B apt 'i s t
.S tat e
Convention,
will be held this year
in the dining room
. ' of First Church, Ft. Smith, immediately
after the close of the
Wednesday morning
session of the Convention, Nov. 19. W.
Morgan
Patterson,
professor of church
history at Southern
MR. PAnERSoN
Seminary and chairman of the Southern Baptist Convention Historical Commission, will be the
guest speaker.
,t
Price of the meal, announces State
President Margaret S.p arks Kolb, is
~2.25. Reservations should be made, it
possible, in advance by. addressing
·Southern Seminary Luncheon, First
Baptist Church, .Ft. Smith, Mrs. Kolb
said.

OBU alumni dinner
set for Ft. Smith
The annual dinner of the Ouachita
University Former Students Association will be a't 5:30 p.m. - Wednesday,
Nov. 19, in First Church, Ft. Smith.
Daniel Grant, president-elect of
Ouachita, will be the featured speaker.
Also on the program will be D. M. Seward, acting president, and the OBU
Madrigal Singers.
Emcee will be Paul Henry, president
of the FSA.

Memorial- Vic Neve
Mt. Zion- Robert Hicks
Enterprise- Wesley Hogue
Rye Hill-Ronnie McBri<Ie
Jenny Lind- (Pastorless)
Fort Smith
Haven Ffeights-(Pastorless)
Temple-Roy Gean Law ·
Towson Ave.-Gene Palmer
lmmanuel--James Zeltner
I

Oak Cliff-Wilbur Webb
'Sluff Ave.- C. D. Peoples
South Side-.Jack Pollard
East Side-George O'Neel
Grand Ave.- Clifford Palmer
Moffett MissionFirst Baptist-William L. Bennett
2 Missions--Jim Heneisen
Windsor Park--J. Harold Smith
Spradling-Cnarles Skutt
Calvary-Charles Whedbee
Trinity- Lester Barker
Northside- Orville Haley
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Fe mini neintu it ion
by Harriet Hall

Hypocrisy-or hopefulness?
How many times have you heard this age-old charge flung at the church?
"I've quit going to church-they're too many hypocrites."
I

I

Recently Dr. Cecil Sherman; pastor of the First Baptist Church of Asheville,
N. C. spoke to a group of students at the B. S.U. center on t he U. of A. campus.
He pointed out that many intelligent people' have left the church at least temporarily, charging, . "There is hypocrisy among you; get honest and I'll come.''
They are asking for people to live . up to perfect ideals . . . and these ideals
they are upholding are tho~e they learned at church.
With tongue somewhat in cheek, Dr. Sherman asked the students to carry
this same idea over into marriage. "Are you the idiot looking for a perfect
wifeJ" Or carry the idea into medicine . .. do we get mad at doctors. because
there is still sickness in town? Churches are made up of . imperfect people--only
Christ is perfect. Our standards and ideals must remain high. "Seek ye first
the kingdom of God.'' (Matt; 6:33). But there will be moments when we will
be !!elfish, forgetful of others, unreasonable, and fall short of our best. Hopefully
there will be other moments when we become so unselfish that we attain moments
of Christlikeness.
'
. Dr. Sherman continued his line of thought by saying, "I;m staying in the
church for three reast~ns, Honest reasons; Historical reasons, and Hopeful reasons." Most preachers can find three good points in a message and he added to
each of these effectively. Under the subject of honest reasons, he said we must
he honest and admit that the church is filled with sinners-not saints; imperfection, not perfection. Under the ' subject of history, he remembered the hypocrisy
of the Puritans. They got fed up with the church of England, but thirty years
later they burned people for witchcraft. If people leave the church, drawing a
circle a:bout themselves, how many missionaries can they support? Think of the
number of missionaries we support in nearly seventy countries because of cooperation!
Finally, on the subject of hope, we can find encouragement because more
people are opening their eyes to the admonition of James when he said, "Be
ye doers of · the word and not hearers only." Hopefully there are more ministers
and more laymen and layWomen who are willing to be innovators for Christ.
(;omn'lintl, 1DIIt5tlon•, or question•, mer be addressed
Farettevllle, Ark.

to Mrs. And,.. Hail, Mt. $equoreli Drive,

N. Y. Baptists face
dense population area
SYRACUSE, N. Y.-Starting in January, the Baptist Convention of New
York becomes the smallest and youngest state-level convention in the Southern Baptist Convention. Yet it will be
attempting to reach the nation's largest concentration of pe"ople.
A recent study by the Southern Baptist Home Mission Board su~y and
special studies department indicates
that 23.8 million people live within the
boundaries of the new convention.
The convention includes all of New
York state and the northern half of
New Jersey, an area expected to gain
almost six million more ·people by 1985.
Five districts comprise the convention, the least populous of which is. the
Albany (N. Y.) district, with 1.5 mil'Uon people. The Ne~ York City dis-

trict, with 12 million, is the largest.
Some 800,000 students and a diverse
group of cultures are inclu<led~ in the
convention. The Puerto Rican population is over one· million in New York
alone. Chinese and Indian are the next
largest non-white groups.
•
According to the study, the entire
region is predominately Roman Catholic, especially in t he densely populated urban areas. In certain rural sect ions, Protestants are a majority.
Southern Baptists had 57 organized
churches in 1968 in this region, with a
total membership . of 9,040 and .a resident membership of 7,217. The convention was constituted in September with
70 churches 27 chapels ana 10,1~9 mem{
bers. (BP)
~ag!

Thirteen

Discipline in the church
BY WILLIAM L. BENNET'J.'
PASTOR, FIRST CHURCH, FT. SMITH

Discipline is almost a · lost word in
our Christian vocabulary. Nevertheless
discipline was definitely exercised by
our Baptist forefathers, The famous
London Confession of 1689 had a detailed section on discipline. It set forth
specific offenses for which discipline
should be ministered.
Discipline was to consist of three levels according to the seriousness of the
offense; Rebuke for lesser offenses;
suspension from privileges in the church
for more serious offenses; and· excommunication for sins of scandal or outright moral violations.

cation in the church;, the negative side
includes censures of one sort or another which seek to bring the person in
line with the will of God.
II. What are the areas of church discipline?
The areas of discipline must necessarily be those areas which touch the
integrity of the life of the church,A
true church must be concerned with
three things if she is to maintain the
soundness of her inner life and outward witness: the purity of her doctrine, the holiness of her members, the
unity of her fellowship.

The famous Charleston Confession
To state it another way, the church
and Summary of Discipline of 177 4 incorporated the section on discipline has been called out of the world both
from the London Confession. The prac- to share in and t<>. show forth the holitice of discipline continued in Baptist ness of her Lord. The church obviously
churches throughout the nineteenth cannot show forth to , the world that
century and even into r the twentieth she is not in her essential nature. The
century. But today discipline as . a con- ·church cannot do. what s~e has been
sistent policy of our churches is almost -~called to do until she first becomes
what her Lord has called her to be. ·
unknown.
With this brief statement of historical perspective, let us move on to ·consider the subject of church discipline
under four headings;
I. What is the meaning of the word
discipline?
The word discipline does not appear
in the King James Version of the New
Tes·t ament. There is, however, a word
which is translated discipline in several modern translations. For example, in
Ephesians ·6 :4, Paul commands parents
to bring up their children in "the nurture and admonition of t~e Lord." The
word for nurture is the Greek word
paideia and is translated discipline by
Moffatt, Wuest, the Living Letters.
The same word appears in Hebrews
12 and is translated chastisement in the
King James Version;. but the correct
translation is discipline. The word
paideia refers to the moral and spiritual education of an individual, and this
education may be -accomplished by instruction or reproof and even punishment. The point is that true discipline
teaches. Discipline comes from the Latin word dfscere, to learn.Disciple comes
from the same word.
Thus, in discipline, there are twa
main ideas: There is the posi·t ive idea
of education and instruction in the
truth of God; and there is the negative
idea of remedial correction, even punishment if necessary, for sin and
wrongdoing. The positive side would
include the program of Christian edu-
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The finest text I know on the church
is 1 Peter 2:9, "But ye are a chosen
generation, a royal priesthood, an holy
nation, a peculiar nation; that ye
should shew forth the excellencies (virtues) of him who has called you out
of darkness into his marvelous light."
Note carefully the order, "Ye are-that
ye should sheJV·"
Thus, the church to be the church
must seek to keep its doctrine pure,
its character moral, and its unity in
good shape. It is to these areas tha:t
the church must address its discipline.

18:15-18, which are the words of Jesus.
In summary, Jesus says if a brother
has been wronged by his brother in the
church, the wronged brother should go
to his brother alone and seek to get
him to acknowledge his sin and make
reconciliation. If the offender rejects
the overtures of the offended, a committee is to arbitrate, seeking to establish , the facts as nearly as possible.
Should the offender not heed the committee, discipline then becomes the inescapable responsibility of the church.
Should the offender refuse to hear
the church, the church can only recornize the painful fact that he is not one
of them. · The church has the responsibility of "binding" and "loosing" or declaring ~hat he is not in its fellowship,
This would not mean the church was
pronouncing eternal damnation on a
sou4 nor would it mean that the person could not attend the services of the
church though he would not be a member of the fellowship. The church would
continue to pray and seek to win the
person if there were any opportunity
to do so.

The apostle Paul, though not explicit
in procedure, reflects the mind. of
Christ in Galations 6:1-2 when he says,
"Brethren, if a man be overtaken in
a fault (trespass), ye· which are spiritual restore such an one in the ·spirit
of meekness, considering thyself, lest
thou also be tempted. Bear ye one another's burdens and so fulfill the law
of Christ." By the law of Christ Paul
meant that approach which is set forth
in Matthew 18:15-18.
In John 18:1-7 there :.s another basic
In 1959, so I read, Oklahoma voted
wet. Immediately seven churches in lesson in church discipline. When· Jesus
Oklahoma City voted to exclude any said, "Ye ought to wash one another's
member connected with the liquor busi- feet". (v. 14), he certainly taug}lt humility. But a careful study of this conness,
text clearly reveals that J·esus was
The liquor business is serious. Church · commanding the ministry of spiritual
members who traffic in it or use it feet wa,shing, whieh consisted Qf one
should be disciplined. But why have brother helping another brother with
church discipline of members on liquor his sin problem. Humility is never testcharges and not deal with unChristian ed more severely than when we express
conduct in oth.er matters? This ques- our love in spiritual feet washing. When
tion focuses on one of the main prob- one offers this ministry, his brother
lems in adniinisterinl!:' discipline. It is must accept it.
easier to know wl.~.- to begin it than
The church at Corinth evidently. made
to end it; but it must indeed address practical
application of the teaching of
itself to those areas which touch the
integrity of the life of the church, or Jesus. In I. Corinthians '5, Paul charges
that the church was tolerating adultery
it is not biblical discipline.
or perversion in the church. He adIII. What does the New Testament monished the church to excommunicate
the offender: "And cast out this man
teach on church discipline? '·
from the fellowship of the church and
The most important passage on dis- into ·Satan's hands, to punish rhim, in
cipline would appear to be Matthew .t he hope that this will wake him up
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and save his soul ·before it is too late,
when .our Lord Jesus Christ returns."
(v. 5, Livin'g Letters, p. 62)
The church evidently took Paul's
counsel and the offender was restored
to full forgiveness and fellowship in
the church-2 Ctlrinthians 2:4-8. Certainly Paul advised reconciliation if
possible, excommunication being a final step if he refused to repent.
From these verses and incidents several truths regarding biblical discipline
may be drawn:
l, Biblical discipline is always redemptive . It is to gain the brother, not
to get rid of. h~m.
2, Biblical discipline is always
grounded in utter humility, never in a
spirit of self-righteousness. Note again
Paul's admonition to the ones administering discipline, "considering· thyself, lest thou also be tempted."

5, There is the problem of family re- Religious education,
lationship. For example, the church removes Uncle .limmy from the roll. He music groups to. meet
has not attended in 15 years and reThe annual meeting · of the Arkansas
fuses to answer an inquiry, from the Baptist Religious Education-Music Aschurch asking him to express his de- . sociation will be held in Fort Smith
sire to remain or not to remain on Nov. 17-18 at Grand Avenue Church. · ..
the roll. Yet when his name is· removed
it is likely to hurt the feelings . of his ·
The firs-t session will begin at 2 p.m.
nieces who may be fine leaders in the Monday afternoon. The featured speakchurch;
er for this session will be Dr. Charles
Ashcraft, Executive Secretary of the
6. There is the' problem of our suc- state convention.
cess. How can we discipline when our
'A highlight of this year's program
foremost tp.otive is numbers? I contend
that we shall never come to grips with will be a banquet at 5:45 on Monday
discipline until our first concern is to evening. Tickets may be purchased
make disciples rather than to amass Monday afternoon for $1 per person.
numbers. I am not a part of the crowd
All church staff members who work
who always debunk numbers to cover
the area of music or religious eduin
their own unbelief and laziness. When
we cease to be concerned about num- cation are invited to the meeting. C. J.
bers, we .cease to be concerned .; about Holiman Jr., minister of education and
people. But while counting our num- music, First Church, Crossett, is presibers, we need to make numbers count. qent of the organization.

·oeaths-~--

7. There is the problem of the
3. Biblical discipline, assuming that grounds for discipline. It is fairly easy it is successful and results in repent- . to know where to begin. But where do clarence Jordan
ance on the part of the offender, re- we stop?
AMERICUS, Ga.-Clarence L. Jorsults in absolute forgiveness and trust
on the part of the church. There must
In conclusion, I would emphasize dan, controversial Southern Baptist
theologian and founder of an int~rra
be no continuin·g su~picions or spirlt of three things:
cial cooperative farm, died of an apretaliation.
parent heart attack in his study here
-'_!. Discipline is a must if the church · while autographing a copy of his latest
. 4. 'Biblical discipline must be exer- is to maintain its integrity,
book for one of the workers at the
cised by the entire church.
farm.
·
5. Biblical discipline :must address itself to the vital areas touching the life
of the church, namely, sound doctrine,
sound character, sound fellowship.

2. Discipline
Scripture.

is

enj'oined in

Holy

. There are several problems which
niake it difficult to administer discipline, though these should not deter us
from obeying our Lord Jesus Christ,

3. But before we seriously consider
discipline, we must concern ourselves
with the meaning of church membership. ',l'he problem of undisciplined ·
church membership cannot be dealt
with 'by the "back door" of exclusion
from membership. It must begin at the
"front door" of acceptance.
•.

1. There is the problem of sin in the
church, especially in the Leadership.

5,000 to pray

IV. What are some problems we face
in administering church discipline?

2. There is the problem of d~reas
ing moral ~nd spiritual convictions on
part of many members. Many members
who keep .themselve's moraliy clean and
are faithful Christians would be reluctant to "draw the line" on moral and
spiritual offenders.
'
3. There i!i the problem of social respectability. Can you imagine how
shocked the average member of your
cliurch would be if the church held a
heresy trial or withdrew fellowship in
open assembly from one who has committed adultery?
4. There is the problem of financial
involvements. When churches are heavily obligated financially, there is not
much sentiment . in losing anyone who
might help with this burd.en. "How can
we carry on if we lose our good giv- ·.
era T" is the howl which would arise
it_ certain persons were dealt with,
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SPRINGFIELD, Mo.-Some 50,000
people in many countries will JOin m
an annual world prayer meeting, Sunday, Nov. 28.
Sponsored by "Revivaltime," international broadcast of the Assemblies of
God, the , prayer meeting is said to be
one of the largest of its k~nd.
Prayer requests are solicited by Revivaltime Evangelist C. M. Ward over
the air. Last year nearly 30,000 requests were processed by the staff of
Revivaltime-a program heard over
more than 600 stations.
Most requests were of a personal nature and all ·letters are carefully read.
The essential Jnformation is then transferred to lists which are sent to churches. and prayer groups who register
their intention to participate in the annual prayer meeting. (EP)

Jordan, 57, was buried in a pine box
in a pasture at the Koinonia Farms,
the Christian community near Ameficus, which he founded in 1942.
A graduate of the University of
Georgia and Southern Seminary, I,.ou~
isville, where he earned the doctor of
theology degree, Jordan had written
the Cotton Patch Version of the New
Testament, and apparently was autographing the Cotton Patch Version of
Luke and Acts when he died.
Using Southern phrases and colloquialisms, Jordan attempted to strip away
"th.e fancy language, the artificial pie~
ty, anc:J. the barriers of time and distance," in his writing._
Though he was a Greek sc·h olar, Jordan devoted , his life to hard farm labor
and buildiJ!g an · interracial Christian
community "to witness to :the Christian
teachings .on peace, sharing, and broth-erhood." On the farm, white lind black
Christians live _.ru!_ ~~Is.
~As racial tensions increased in South
Georgia during' the 1950's, the farm anc:l
those who worked there became the victims of bombings, shootings, beatings,
and -economic boycotts. The farm finally ~ad to close its cattle, ·hog, and chick..,-~
..
en business.
- When he died, Jordan and a farm as·
sociate, Millard Fulle;r, were wo;rldng .
to integrate the First Unitetl .Methodist Church of Americus. He had scheduled .a meeting Dec. 1 with Arnericus
ministers to discuss the issue.
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Latest Graham film shows
in state Nov. 20-26
· "Two A. Penny," the latest Billy Graham film, will be shown at theatres
in ten Arkansas cities, Nov. 20-26,
Ralph Dodd, former Arkansas Baptist
pastor now with Billy Graham Films,
has announced.
Showing the' film will be theatres in
lJttle Rock, Hot Springs, Pine Bluff,
Stuttgart, Jones~oro, Arkadelphia,
Mena, Ft. Smith, Fayetteville, and
Springdale.
Filmed in London by World Wide
Pictures of Burbank, Calif., "Two A
Penny" is the love story of two young
members of the "mod" generation. It
stars Cliff Richard, England's top "pop"
personality, as a would-be drug peddler. 1
Th_e dramatic events progress through
the famous Piccadilly Circus, along
King's Road, Chelsea, and the quiet
banks of the Thames, among the parading "mods," into the psychedelic
beat and blaze of a typical English
pub, and on into Earl's Court and the
1966 Greater London Crusade conducted 1ty Billy Graham.

ENGLAND'S SINGING idol CUff Richa1·d and enchanting Ann Holloway portray two members of · London's so-called '~searching" generation in World Wide P.ictures' '"Two A Penney',.
Young Ann Holloway
.
'
Of special interest are scenes shot-~makes her debut as Richard's girlfriend and Billy Graham appears
inside London's National Art Gallery.
briefly as himself in the story.

Also starring in "Two A Penny" are
England's "Hello Dolly" star, Dora Bry~
an, an~ the well-know~ comedienne and
dramatic actress Al'Vll Angers. Introduced to screen audiences for the first
time is pert Ann Holloway, niece of
St~nley Holloway of "My Fair Lady"
fame.
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Women's

Arkansas

BY BERNJ)':S K. SELPH TH.D.
PASTOR, FIRST CllURCH, BENTON
Thank God for the ~omen .in Baptist churches who have placed emphasis
upon and supported missions. Concord Association in western Arkansas can share
in this tribute.
'

Its second annual (1872) records that each pastor was requested to ask each
of the church to give 5 cents monthly the coming year. At that, the
.1,300 members would not give a great amount. Gifts that year for . associational
ITHACA, N. Y.~A trustee-sponsored work totaled $65.80. The territory cov~red by the association was itl;\elf' a mission
·
•
survey here reveals that one of every field.
five Cornell University students quesFifteen
years
later,
offerings
were
being taken for home and foreign fields.
tioned is ready to approve "violent or
and
women
pledged
10
cents monthly to foreign missions during
Twenty-six
men
disruptive protest under exceptional
t,he year. Pastors, again, were urged to preach that winter on foreign missions
circumstances."
and perfect the system of the monthly pledges. On Tuesday afternoon of the 1888
The opinion takers stated their find· session, business was suspended to sell some ' 1missionary" quilts. T-hey were sold
for $10 and . the moner given to J. N • .Pennington for missionary work.
ings were "indeed serious."
m~mber

The ladies dealt a telling blow to the men in 1898 about finances. Reporting
Douglas Williams As.sociates told the
New York Times that two percent of their work they said, "It has, in the last 10 years, assumed such magnitude and
the Cornell students- approved "violent strength that the brethren of some of our churches seem · to think it is unor disruptive protest as general prin- necessary for them to look after the church work in any way, seem to console
themselves with· the thought that the sisters will see to. all things concernin;
ciple."
the church.
The trustees arranged for the. poll to
try to determine the causes of campus
"For the giving of suppers, .etc., to raise money for church and benevolent
disorders last .April. At that time Ne- purposes, we .have been much criticized, and often are ·humiliated in having to
gro students occupied a building and ask tor means. We much prefer to earn the money by having something to do
then emerged the next day, many that we can do. We would suggest to our brother pastors that they put a limit
brandishing ·guns. , More scuffles fol- on our way of working for the church and save us the humiliation of being
lowed and eventually President James called gambl~rs.""'
A. Perkins gave up his p~st.
In 1907 the Association employed a missioJ}ary and bought a tent. The assoThe conclusion of the trustees was ciational WMU was organized and its constitution carried in the minutes. The
that part of the trouble arose because women's work was ·firmly established and has been supportative of the entire
of a failure to enforce discipline dur- program sine~.
ing the past two or three years. (EP) "'Minutes o( Concord Association, 189811 p. 12
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On who's who board
Dean, James C. McKinney of the
School of Church Music at Southwestern Seminary, Ft. Worth, Tex., has
been named to the board of trustees
of Marquis Biographical Library Society to serve as an advisory member .of
the society. The society publishes Who's
Who in America and other publications.

---------:--Children's nook
Th e .
·seed
tree
"And so can we," said David, "because we helped to start it growing!"
(Sunday School Board Syndicate, all
rights reserved)

Rattle, rattle! Shake, shake! Donnie
David were shaking a long, fat
pinecone.

a~d

"What do you
asked Donnie.

THE '

is

inside?"

"I don't know; let's ask Daddy!" said
David.

ZONDERVAN
PASTOR'S.
ANNUAL

They ran back along the path
through the woods to their father, He
was cutting down an old, dead tree. for
fireplace wood.

1970
by T. T. Crabtrae

"Daddy, we found a pinecone that
rattles!" called Donnie.

Many busy pastors call it "the daystretcher"- because of t4e time it
saves.
Contains a full year'~ material, including 52 morning and e1•ening

"What could be inside a pinecone,
Da'ddy?" asked David.

sen•ices, sermon o/11/ines a/Ul illustrations, mid-week programs, serv"
ices for special days, children's
sermons, wedding ceremonies and
much more.
Pick ·up your ·1970 edition now.
"Designed to be a help to the QUSY

pastor, this book is .w~ll prepared
and carried out for such a purpose."
Cloth. $4.95

ROZELL'S
COMPLETE
LESSONS

pinec~me.

"Well, where did it come from?" he
asked.
-~"From a big pine tree along. the
path," said David. "It was on the
ground."

"And where do you think the pine
tree came from?" asked Daddy.
"Oh,-Daddy, you'~ funny!" said Donnie. "The pine tre'e grew there."

The boys t hought for a minute.
"From a seed?'' asked I David}'

Here's the outstanding time-saver in
preparing your weekly lessons. All
new for 1970, Rozell's Complete
· 'Lessons gives you imaginative,
Scripturally sound teachings.
Includes RSV text, easy-to-follow
outlines, intriguing introductions
and conclusions, plus attentionholding techniques.
All .prep&red according to the
most contemporary teaching
methods.
"For any teacher of the Sunday
School lessons it is a 'must.' " .
- W, A. CRISWELL, Pastor
First Baptist Church of Dallas
Cloth, $3.50

at your Baptist Book Store
,_-&18 SorlDJr St.

Daddy picked up the

"Well, how do you think it started?
It wasn't always a big tree, you know."
Daddy smiled:

Commentary
on International
Bible Lessons
Uniform Series 1970
by Brooks Ramsey

;:,

think

.,...
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Little Rock

"That's right," said Daddy. ''Aa
flowers grew from the seeds we planted.. last spring, a tree can grow from
· a seed. But it takes- much longer."
"I know about · flower seeds, but I've
never ever heard of a tree seed,"
laughed Da:vid.

"Pull apart some of the scales on the
pinecone,'' suggested Daddy.
Donnie did. He was surprised to find
long, thin seeds hidden there. That was
what made "tne rattling sound. The
pinecQne was full of seeds l
"Do you think one of these seeds
could grow into a tree.?" asked David.
"It 'might," ~~aid Daddy. "Why don't
rou plant it and ••e 'l"
So David poked a hole into the · black
dirt. Donnie dropped the seed in and
covered it up.
"Our seed can be part of God's growing plan," said Donnie.

Thinking
I watched an owl down at the zoo.
Folk say ·he's very wise,
Because he always sits and thinks
And blinks his big round eyes.
I wonder if he thinks at all;
He never tries to sing;
And what's the good of thinking if
You never do a thing.
_,
I try to think to do what's right,
To learn the things I should;.
I try to think to tell the truth,
To be polite and good.
For thinking makes we want to do
Some glad or friendly thing:
To work or play, to help or share,
To laugh and love and sing.
(Sunday School Board Syndicate, all rights reserved)

SEND YOUR PASTOR
TO · BAPTIST WORLD
ALLIANCE •.•.
Let me help you plan it.
Erwin L. McDonald
Director
Baptist World Alliance
and World Tour
. July 7-Aug, 10, 1970
525 W. Capitol Ave.
Little Rock, Ark.' 72201
Telephone 376-4791
Extension 63

BILLY GRAHAM says:
"The new motion
picture,
.
TWO A PENN¥, is
your bridge
across the
generation
gap!"

The world is growing
nger. One of every two
Americans is under.25. This tidal wave of young
people is making its presence felt throughout our
country, and this is only the beginning. The youth
of the world will reshape history. They will do it
with our help as Christians, or they will do it with·
out us, (but they will do itl)
.
At the m9ment, the choice is still ours . .. For this
generation is openly seekfug answers to life. Student unrest all qver the .world is basir,ally an expression of modern youth's religious frustration,
their search fl:lr a meaningful existence. "TWO A
PENNY" is a very personal exploration of thi~ problem. The questions that it raises are relevant to the
thoughts of young people today. "TWO A PENNY" .
can be your bridge across the generation gop .
BILLY G$AHAM

PaiJe .Seventeen

Christmas music
features handballs
A valf.able now through the Baptist
Book Store, 408 Spring Street, Little
Rock, is a Christmas music record featuring the Handbell Choir of the Seminary for Christian Educators, Recife,
Brazil, o.f which Arkansan Miss Martha
Hairston , is director,

Miss Hairston, now on furlough at

Rt. 2, Warren, writes:
"I believe that many of our churches and their missionary organizations
will be interested in acquiring the record for use durlng the special mission
emphasis in December."
States the jacket promotion material
of the record:
"
"The S~minary for Christian Educators, a Baptist educational institution
located in Recife, presents 'Christmas

Oxford Bibles

Joy,' desiring the peace of Christ in the
hearts of those who will hear this most
traditional Christmas music . .
"The Handbell Choir makes for a
happy choral interpretation. It is believed that this choir was the first of
its kind in Brazil. It is composed of
37 bells (three octaves) and was first
presented to the public March 3, 1967,
in commemoration of the Golden Jubilee of the Institution."

carrythespiritofChristmas

through the whole year--for the student, the minister, the Sunday .
school teacher, friends and family, young and old.

THE NEW
SCOFIELD
REFERENCE BIBLE WITH CONCORDANCE
Especially at Christmas, THE NEw ScoFIELD is an incomparable gift selection- timely, practical, and of
enduring significance.
Now available in a full range of styles and colors, this
leading evangelical study Bible offers thousands of
additional cross-references, more comprehensive footnotes, and other improved helps.
Each NEw ScoFIELD style includes the complete tf!Xt of
the King James Version, Concise Concordance, New
Oxford Bible Maps with Index, and all the well-known
·scofield features.

HANDY SIZE EDITION (5 1/s x 71/t, only 7/s" thick)
New ! Two-tone Brown_Cowhide, gold edges. Ultrathin Oxford
India paper.
·
.
09156x. $19.50
Other Handy Size styles - $16.95 to $25.00.
LARGE SIZE EDITION (53 /• x s•is1')
French Morocco, gol~. edges. BLACK, BLUE, or REo.
09173. $15 .95
Genuine Morocco, leather lined, gold edges. BLACK, BLUE, or
RED. Ult.rathin Oxford India paper. (only 7/s" thick).
09179x. $27.50
Other Large Size styles- $7.25 to $30.00.
LOOSElEAF EDITION (6' /i x 9'/• x 1•/s")
Black Moroccoette, gold edges. Writing-quality Oxford India
paper.
09382x. $29.50
Black Pin Grain Morocco, leather lined, gold edges. Writingquality Oxford India paper.
0938Sx. $39.50
WIDE MARGIN EDITION (61/o x 91/t x 11/•")
Black Natural Grain Morocco, leather lined, goid edges. Writing- "'
quality Oxford India paper.
09379x. $35.00

Oxford.- America's Gift Bible Since 1675
Order from Your Baptist Book Store
OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS ( New York
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George· Purvis

B~w hunting is a challenge

THE OPEN HEART by Rosalind Rinker
What is a Christian? How does a
person grow in his faith? Such questions are met head-on by Miss
Rinker in this refreshing new look
at the Christian life. Speaks on a
persona{ level . . . a clear, step-by' step portrayal of wh.at the Christian
experience is all about.
Cloth, $2.9~; Paperback, $1.50

PRAYER, CONVERSING WITH GOD
by Rosalind Rinker
"Prayer is a dialogue between two
persons who love each other" writeS
Miss Rinker as she gives the key to
a simple, yet powerfully effective
method of increasing the j<;>y and
meaning of your prayers.
Cloth, $2;50; Paperback, $.60

DARE TO LIVE NOW by Bruce Larson
A book that has been widely praised
as a fresh, new approach to Christianity •.• a provocative appeal for
Christian witness. Over 100,000
copies in print.
Cloth, $2,95; Paperback, $.60

CONFESSIONS TO A COUNSELOR
by Victor Matthews
Using fictitious names,· Dr. Matthews digs deeply into the minds
and personalities of his patients.
The results are often shocking always revealing. But each case is
highly relevant to ~oday's society.
Offers both absorbing reading and
helpful insight.
Paperback, $.95

at your Baptist Book Store
NOVEMBER 13, 1969

An unlimited number · of sportsmen can hunt deer with a bow.
Bow hunting has a high appeal not because it is a sure way to kill game
but because it is a real challenge. During the many centuries that a long
was the most accurate weapon in existence there were many skilled hunters.
This was probably due to the relationship between success and a full stomach.
The lack of success of modern day bow hunters in Arkansas points out that
getting something to eat is not the motivating factor. There are probably 10,000
or more bow hunters in the state now with an annual deer kill of probably
less than 300.

boV:

Bow hunting i.s a way to give an unlimited number of 'hunters, since anyone
can bow hunt, a long hunting period (4 months) without any thre~t to our deer
herd.
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Editor's book to be
In speaker's series

14 But

A book manuscript by Editor Erwin
L. McDonald of the Arkansas Baptist
Newsmagazine has been accepted for
publication 'by. Baker Book House,
Grand Rapids,.Mich. A paperback titled
Stories for Speakers and Writers, the
book wiJl be .featured as a part of Baker's "Speaker's and Toastmaster's Library," It is scheduled for publication
next September.

as for you, hold on to what you have learned and
know . \9 be true. Remember where you learned them. IS you
have known the Holy
you were a child. They
q.bl~ toJ give you
to being saved from
pe,nauv . of sin .
Christ• Jesps•. 16AU

Like an earlier book by McDonald
published by Baker, 75 Stories and D·
lustration,; from Everyday Life, this
one will be made up of selections from
the author's weekly feature, "Personally Speaking," carried .in the Arkan• sas Baptist Newsmagazine.
Other books by Editor McDonald include: Across the Editor's Desk, The
Story of the State Baptist ·P apers, published by Broadman Press, in 1966;
The Church Proclaiming and Witnessing, with McDonald as editor, published
by Baker in 1966; and A Look Down
the Lonesome Road, by Ralph Creger,
with Erwin McDonald, published by
Doubleday, 1964.

GIFT
BIBLE
Authorized King James Version
i\lnrvelous type, amazin gly ea.y
to read. Self-pronouncing. Simple
aids and visual aids to the under"tunding of the Bible. Four pages
in ••olor ~howing plants, animal~,
and interesting items used in
Bibli1·al times. Bibli•·al time
•·hart. in color. Color maps with
historical notations. Simplified
subjec! index, fifteen gorgeous
full color photographs of thll
Holy ·Land as it looks today.
Concordnn•·e, family record and
presentation page. All the words
of Christ in red. Size 7:J4. x 4 Ys
in. Only 1 inrh thick.
Genuine Leather
Flexible semi-overlapping
gold edges, boxed.
S90RL Block Leather
~
BS90Rl Blue leather
RS90Rl Red leather
WS90RL White leather

Block Leotherold
S8i"RL Flexible covers, semi-over
lopping, red edges ... • . $3.95
ZS87Rl With zipper . . . ..$4.95
Thumb Index $'1.75 extra

Order from your
BAPTIST BOOK STORE
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1Can Read It Myself"

FOR THE FIRST TIM&i The complete New Testament
(not a storybook) in language children ages 6~12_ .. can
read ... 'understand . .. appreciate.
·
The New Testament comes alive ... to influence the
direction of young lives. ·
Basic vocabulary ... short sentences ... large type .. .
paragraphed ... full-color illustrations ... maps ... sturdy
binding ... 640 pages.
$6.95 at your Baptist Book Store (only $5.95 until Dec. 31, 1969}

covers,

$7 • SO

66

'

~;~ • , •. very understandable . • • wonderful for family use • . . I am enthusiastic:.'' Mr..
Charlemae Rollins, past president, Children's Services Division, American Library Association.
"preserves the . , • message . . . will appeal to children ••• 1 tleartily recommend lt.''
Dr. Herschel H. Hobb$, Minister, First aaptlst Church, Oklahoma City.

WORD
books

THE CHILDREN'S
NEW
TESTAMENl
the
that will last
gift
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-----------Sunday School lessons
Life and Work

Lord of the universe

Nov. 16, 1969
Isaiah 45 :1·25

BY L. H. COLEMAN
Pastor, Immanuel Church
Pine Bluff

Thla Ieason tr&atment Is baaed on th• Lite aad
Work Currical""' for Southern Baptist Clnrrdllo
ee, eo11yrlsht by The Sunday School Board llf
the Southern Baptist Convention. All rlshta re.
eerved. Used by permlsalon.

Plea~e keep in mind that this quarter's emphasis involves "Great ,Truths
from the Old Testament." Such great
truths as the doctrines of God, man,
and sin have been discussed. Such tOpics as the flood, the law, and God's
holiness have been treated. Today's lesson deals with the sovereignty of God
and centers on the Isaiah 45 passage.
There are several views concerning
the auth1>rship of Isaiah:
1. Unity view. The great prophet of
the 8th Century wrote all of, Isaiah.

2. Deutero-Isaiah. Two men wrote
the bo.ok (-1-89 and 40-66 being the divisions). 1
3. Trito-Isaiah. Three men wrote the
book. ( 1-39; 40-55; 56-66 being the divisions).
4. Multiple theory. Many men wrote
the bo~k.

Most Southern Baptist scholars hold

tp either the first or second view. How:ever, these scholars are in agreement
that_ the Babylonian exile forms the
background of Isaiah 40-66. The. major
emphasis should be the Scripture's
meaning and message or interpretation
rather than authorship. (You probably
have access to ,the fine ·hook, The Gospel in Isaiah, by Gilbert L. Guffin.
Please take time to read it.)
God's supremacy
(I sa. 45 :5·8)
The supremacy of Jehovah is em-'
phasized in verse 5. One of the causes
of the exile was idol worship. The
writer states Jehovah's superiority over
idols. How ht~eresting it is to note that
a "benefit" of the exile was the fact
· that Israel was cured of the sin of
idolatory.
Please note the reference in the pas·
sage of Cyrus, King of Persia (a
heathen king), who was chosen, by God
to be a deliverer. 'Cyrus was the one
"who bath not known me." Here is a
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strjlnge sto:ry of a heathen who was sumptuous critics in these verses. God
used to carry out God's purposes!
expresses his absolute right of supreIs· it possible for God today to per- macy over his people. Israel is invited
to ask God (see verse 11) .·about th!!
mit our country to be destroyed? Are future. Only· God knows the future. The
we guilty of idolatry? How? Could a
"heathen" nation destroy
so-called fault-finders would do well to leave to ·
God the rule of his people. Verse 12
"Christian" nation like ours? Could our pictures God the Qte'ator. How could
own moral decay cause the fall of this he be sGvereign unless he is creator!
c;ountry?
Verse 13 is a clear reference to Cyrus.
Thua the mission of Cyrus would ul- Israel's redemption was dl"awing nigh
timately bring the redemption of Israel because the One who created all things
?rom exile. The heathen would hear, the had raised up a deliverer. Through Cymessage of Jehovah, the true and liv- rus Jerusalem would be rebuilt. What
ing God.
a remarkable story!
The greatness of God is pinpointed
in verse 7." God created everything. In
God's provision. of salvation
a previous lesson we discussed the or(verses 22-28)
igin of evil. God willed that man would
be a free moral agent, thus man has a
The sovereign ·God is also the Saviour
choice ·Of good or evil. Yet God is com- of the world. The only place to go for
pletely sovereign over the conditions salvation fs the God who changes not.
and circumstances of life.
He is the same yesterday, today, and
In verse 8 even the forces of nature forever. He is th~ God who expre~ses
will play a part in the accomplishing both wrath and love. He is bot? Im·
of salvation. ·God's greatest creatiGn is manen~· and transcenden~. He 1B • at
the "new creature in .Christ Jesus, a·· work m our world, yet ts. not limited
person who has been born again. '
to the world as W!! know It.

a

Strivi'ng with God
(versell 9 •1 o)

.

Man should cooperate fully with God,
not try to work against God's purposes.
There is a sense in which no one can
successfully fight against God. How
prepostero~s for the clay to dispute
with the potter. (Please read Jel't"miah
18.) 'God wants to accomplish our gooo.
TharefGre, we should submit our willa
to the will of God He knows what is
best for each of ~s ·Man should not .
rebel against the Pe~on who made him.
Yet most people today go their own
way and ignore God. So many today
live as· if Goo does not matter. Self
Is enthroned and . our idolatry becomea
the worship of self.
The reality of God
(verses 11-13)
~d

replies to the rebellious, .P re·

The greatest fact about God is his
willingness, eagerness ·a nd ability to
save. Verses 22 and 23 could be used
, as texts for , revival messages. The last
part of verse 28 reminds us- of Philippians 2:10-11. Oh, the wonder of God's
great plan and provisiGn for man's salvation! What a great gospel we have! .
Conclusion:
.
The passage wh1ch served as the basis for today's study was the most pro· fou~d for this quarter. Please study the
entire chapter and. glean fr?m it the
great truths . contamed tharem. D? we
need- to, rethmk today the sovere1gnty
of God . Is man d~pe~dent upon God T
tiJ:?o ~e express this m our daily a~ons.
,
Next ' week's lesson will deal again
with the exile and re~toration. We look
forward to this particular study~
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The prom.ise of return
By .VESTER E. WOLBDI

Religion Departme~t
Ouachitll. University

These are some of the most heart·
warming and mind-tingling chapters of
the entire Bible.
The last 27' chapters of Isaiah are
known as the "Book of Comfort." They
deal with a situation nearly two centuries later than the time of Isaiah,
about 540 B. C., just prior to the fall
of Babylon to Persia. In 539 B. C., Cyrus of Persia conquered Babylon and
instituted his policy of permitting captives to return to their native land. In
538 a remnant of Jews returned to Jerusalem and began to rebuild the tem"ple.
There are good reasons for believing
that this section was written by someone other than Isaiah at a time just
prior to the restoration of the remnant
' from Babylon. Ther~ are also bad rea:_
sons often cited for arriving at the same
conclusion.
On the other hand, more conservative
scholars continue to find good reasons
for believing that Isaiah wrote the en·tire book. They are reiuctant to believe
that the seco.n d half of the book could
have ·become attached to the work of
Isaiah unless he actually wrote it.
. Perhaps we shall never know whether
Isaiah wrote it, or some other inspired
writer just prior to the restoration
foresaw the issues and events and. his
work was somehow attached. to the
prior work of Isaiah. The import~nt
thing is that we see in this inspired
· record the word of God and .hearken to
its message: But before we concentrate
on Isaiah, let's look at some of the · other great passages.
The new covenant (Jer. 81)
Jeremiah lived and wrote in Jerusa·
lem close to the captivity of ,Judah. He
said that God loved his people "~ith
an everlasting love," and that 9:fter 'the
captivity which he saw as inevitable
Israel would again plant vineyards in
the land and enjoy their fruits: "He
who scattered Israel will gather him,
and will keep him. as a shepherd keeps
his :flock."
,

Again he said, "They shall come back
from the land .of the enemy. There is
hope for the future." He wrote that
God would make a new covenant with
his people, put his law within them, and
write it on their hearts. All were to
bow him from the
least to the
great.
I
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Psalms 126; 137:1-6 ;
tsaiah 40; 49; 51:1-16
Jeremiah 31

the coming of Christ with his good
news of salvation. The last two inter·
pretations are both spiritual. John the
Baptist gave the. t hird when he called
for men to repent 'in preparation for
est (31:31-34),
the reception of Christ and his · gospel
From Jeremiah we learn that when (Lk. 3: 1-9). '
God in grace forgives and restores he
John's interpretation and applicadoes so with an overplus. He was more
tion
of the passage sh6ws that we must
intimately involved with the restored
remnant than he ever had been with not make a literal interpretation of
national Israel. His new covenant was such passages but look for the spiritual
not fully implemented until the estab- truth in the figurative language.
lishment of the new kingdom in Christ.
B. When challenged to prophesy
again, Isaiah could not find any basis
A psalm of tears and joy
for encouragement in frail and short(Ps. 126)
lived man but saw the ground of hope
In six short verses this poem leads in the certainty of •God's word (6-8).
the reader to share in his experiepce as God's people have broken the covenant
he leads us from his joy to sorrow and but God will · keep his word despite huback to joy again. When he returned man failure.
to Jerusalem, it was like 'a dream too
4'. Isaiah calls on his people to her·
good to be true, so great was his joy; ald the glad tidings with boldness from
but when he surveyed the ruins of the the hill of Zion that the Lord is coming
ancient city, he realized that the an- with power and might (9-11). Although
cient culture of Jerusalem had dried. God rules with his mighty arm and carup like desert stteams in the summer ries his authority and reward in his
season. Being moved to tears for the own person, he will feed, lead, an<\ ti!Om·
Israel that was, he rebounded with fort his people in tenderness and comshouts of joy for the Israel that was passion. Like a shepherd he will feed
to be. Out of his tears and joy he wrote his flock and carry the young in his
for all who are torn between grief and arms, and like a shepherd he will "gent·
happiness:
ly lead those th,at are with young."
'
"May those who sow in tears
Conclusion
reap with shouts of joy!
He that · goeth · forth weeping,
1. The inspired prophet, whether
bearing the seed for sowing,
Isaiah or some Second Isaiah, took his
Shall come home with shouts of joy, stand in history just prior to the rebringing his sheaves with him."
turn from captivity and proclaimed the
good news of :God's intervention on be·
The book of comfort
_half of his faithful remnant. He assured
(lsa ,40: 1·11)
his _people that the Almighty, clothed in
tenderness, would bring-- them back to
1. The chapter opens with a pro- the homeland.
logue in which God calls for a message
of comfdrt to his people. The three2. Isaiah saw more than a primitiNe
point basis of comfort· is that God's desert road that beeded to be repaired
people have been rescued, punished. and in preparation for the returnees from
p&l'doned: (2) her period of servitude Babylon; he saw rouifh ·minds and rugis over, (2) her iniquity is pardoned, ged hearts that needed to be smoothed
and (8) her two-fold punishment has and made ready for the visitation
bfen mt~ted o1,1t.
from on high.

The Outlines of the International a.tble' IM·
aona for Chrl.etlan Teachin~r, Unifo·r m Series,
•r, eop:yrla-hted bY the Inter111atlonal Coll.llcll
·of Reltcioua Education. U~ed by perndulon•.

3. John the ·B aptist saw in these·
2. · A voice calls for preparation to
verses an apt description of the work
be made for "the way of the Lord" which God .sent him to do in making
(3·5). The passage has three ~pplica
ready the hearts of men for the receptions: (1) it calls for preparation to be tion of Christ.
made for the return of the remnant
from captivity; (2) it calls for preIt is not enough to prepare the .r oad
paration of the road over which God re- over which Christ comes into one's life:
turns to vislt and bless his people; (3) one must also keep his heart as a · com'it caUs for preparation of the heart tor fortable home in which Christ dwella.
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A-A.M.&N. chapel under construction p5.
B-"Bow hunting is a challenge" (AO) pl9,
D--"Discipline in the church" pl4.
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pourisy-or hopefulness?" (FI· p3.
J-Jones, Don•ald, ordain«l . p6.
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L--,.Lowry, C. Bill, joins Glorieta Assembly
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0-0U"• homecoming set for Nov. 22 p6.
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Sad change
'l.'he janitor reported ten minutes late
for work and the building manager
asked: "What did they do in the Army
when you were late in _the morning?"

Place Your Order With Us
Please come by and see
samples on display
COX PLANING .MILL
and LUMBER CO.

"Everytime I came in late," the janitor said, "they all stood up, saluted
and said 'Go"tl mornin~r. Major."

Includes:

•Construction Funds ' •Future Extension oi Credit
Optional repayment

schedule~

... yot.i can-arrange

IJI Iff' monthly payments to fit your church budget.
rl.flrl For complete information, at no obligation,
call or mail coupon below

~~ :.~~N:~~~~~~:N~O=~Q3

---------------------------~----------------Please
send-complete information, without obligation
ArB

Name _______________________________________

Address _______________________ Phone _ _;__ _

~--- ,_,c::i~t~y~-:_::_::_::_:.:_:.:_:.:_::_::_::_::_::_::_-:_-:_~~:_e_____.:..._-_-_-_-_-___z~~·-----------------

C8NTINENTAt CHURCH IN~ESTMENT
COMPANY, INC.
\
SPECIALIZING
IN
CHURCH FINANCING
For I nform,a tion
Write, Wire or Call
Continental Church Investment Company, Inc.
4315 Broadway Ave., P. 0. Box· 9290
Shreveport, Louisiana 71 t09
Telephone
Area iUS, 631-1815
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AHendance Report
November ·z, 1969
SundaY Tralnln~r Ch.
Sehool Union Addns
ChW'ch
59
51
Alicia
Berryville
70
145
First
29
Freeman Heights
128
58
92
Roek Springs
2lt
250
Booneville, First
Camden
109
428
Cullendale, First
118
490
First
7Q
2~
Cherokee V!Uage
Crossett
287
549
First
58
108
North Crossett, First
El Dorado
17
84
Caledonia
68
184
Ebenezer
175
11
574
Fayetteville, First
187
583
Forrest City, First
1 .
892
·1,}87
Ft. Smith, First
71
149
Gentry, First
72
187
Green Forest, First
126
286
Greenwood, First
85
141
Hampton, First
2
87
245
Harrison. Eagle Heights
Hot Springs '
29'
64
Emmanuel
186
Grand Avenue
81
5
164
Lakeside
98
180
Piney
146
495
Hope, First
J acksonvllle
96
179
Bayou Meto
186
603
First
186
288
Marshall Road
Jonesboro ·
9
163
450
· Central
2
112
287
Nettleton
86
182
Lake Hamilton
Little Rock
67
186
Archview
59
160
Crystal H!ll
1
288
628
Geyer Springs
218
619
Life Line
219
607
Magnolia. Central
Marked Tree
46
148
First
78
118
Nels wander
84
69
Monroe
Monticello
76
104
Northside
113
256
Second
88
100
Nashville, Ridgeway
55
77
Norfork
North Little Rock
1
154
428
Calvary
St
97
272
Central
91
207
Forty-Seventh St.
100
158
Gravel Ridge
71
Highway
186
228
s
506
Levy
88
.1
Sixteenth St.
55
191
s
288
Paragould, East Side
86
850
Paris, First
Pine Bluff
96
252
Centennial
92
184
Eaet Side
181
767
First
Green Meadows
14
54
74
1
196
Second
Springdale
38
5
106
Berry Street
18
95
Caudle Avenue
105
894
Ehndale
2
118
First
476
60
37
Oak Grove
66
Trumann, Anderson Tully
65
Van Burl!n
Firat
1114
875
15
20
.Tease ll'urner Mission
Chapel
48
· Vandervoort
18 I
47
Warren
First
410
118
2
Southside Mission
58
so
Westside
78
83
Williford, Springlake
59
88

He who hesitates cannot leave the
freeway.
EnSoy yourself. These are the good
old 4ays you're going to miss in 1980.

Good investment
"Has your son's college education
proved of any value?"
"Yes indeed. It cured h.is mother of
bragging about him."
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In ·the world of religion----------Miami Association
admits Negroes
MIAM1, Fla.-Miami . Baptist
Assodation, 72 years after ·its organization, has a·dmitted an allNegro church.1 The association
voted unanimously to seat messengers from Glendale Church,
Richmond Heights.
"This will help the relationship
of blacks and whites as a whole,"
said Joseph Coates, pastor of the
church. "It will point out that
we can work to·gether as brothers.''
.
1

CHILEAN BAPTISTS unload food f01· d iamily of nine whose farm
animals and fruit ·orchard were almost totally dest1·oyed after mont~
of the worst drought in Chilean histm·y. A 600-mUe ~tretch north of
Santiago was affected.

ScoHis·h Baptists stay
in local church council
The Baptist Union of Scotland has ' The 144-member New Cumnock Bapvoted to remain a member of the Scott- tist Church had presented the assamish Council of Churches as long as "our bly with a countering viewpoint. It
influence or our' distinctive doctrinal ·said; "We.
.view with great appreemphases" are not ·" clearly rejected."
hension the invitation extended to the
Roman Catholic Church to send observEven if the Roman Catholic Church,
ers
to the Scottish Council of Churchpresently only on observer status, were
to become a member of the council, the es. We believe that this procedure is
a betrayal of our Protestant heritage,
Baptist union would stay in, This was
that
it is dangerous and will lead to
decided in two separate, secret ballots
during the Baptist union's centennial division and discord in and among our
own Baptist Churches. We ask the delassembly in Edinburgh.
egates meeting in this Assembly to auAfter the two votes, the pastor of thorize the Union to withdraw its memthe 147-member. Baptist church at In- bership from the Scottish Council of
verness announced "with grief'' that the Churches."
Inverness church would secede from the
The second ballot was taken on the
Baptist union. The church, he said, had
already decided to withdraw if the un- question of retaining membership in
ion remained in the Scottish Council of the Scottish Council of Churches should
the Roman Catholic Church be admitChurches.
ted to · actual membership. This time ,
The first vote ca~ed by 320 to 158. the vote was closer. The assembly deleIt was to accept the statement of the gates determined to remain in the counBaptist union council on the issue of cil, should this situation arise, oy a
ecumenical membership.
margin of 211 to 197 votes.

The 200-membe.r church began
using Southern Baptist literature
and training materials two years
ago. The pastoer said the church
hopes to build new quarters at a
new site in about four months.
Although it was the first ·anblack church to join the association, about 20 predominately
white churches within the fe1lowship have Negro members, and
one church <Seventy-ninth Street
Church) ha5. a 40 percent Negro
membership, said J. Ray Dobbins,
superintendent of .missions for the
association.
Just 11 years ag·o, the CentraJ,
Church and two churches of other' denominations in Miami received bomb threats after Negroes
worshipped there. (BP)
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